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TEAM COMPETITIONS
This year, we are introducing a new team competition. We have teams of family 
members and colleagues from work in mind. With the team competition, we 
hoped to allow riders of different levels to compete amongst each other as 
teams with, despite the differences in performance, every rider’s result matters.
On a three member team, each team member registers for a different 
course- the first member registers for the BAT, the second chooses in between 
the SYF and the FCK and the third chooses between the BGF or the 5KM. All 
the members of the team contribute to the overall number of points of the entire 
team (for details, see the Team Competition in the proposition for the BGF) and 
the team with the highest number of points wins. There is no fixed ratio of 
women and men on a team. All the riders on a team are also included in the 
individual competition and the registration price for a team is discounted 
as opposed to individual registration.

In collaboration with our partners, we are offering a limited number of 
accommodations for very reasonable prices right where everything takes 
place. This offer only stands for teams and the team registration is thus 
included in the overall price of the package.

Limited offer of three-member teams
The offer for three-member teams, with accommodation from September 30th, 
2016 until October 2nd, 2016, includes: 
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1. The team registration (1xBAT, 1xSYF or FCK, 1xBGF or 5KM)
1. Quality accommodation for three people for two nights in a fully equipped 

room in the hostel “Sportovni hala”, approximately 5 minutes away from 
the start of all 5 courses of the Bohemian Gran Fondo

1. Parking
1. Social program for the entire time being of the event with free or 

discounted entries to the museums, galleries and other cultural and social 
institutions (for more, see the Magical Number on the Bohemian Gran 
Fondo website)

The price of a “team” package for three people : 4 900,- CZK
The price of a “team” package with four accommodated people : 5 700,- CZK
“Package” for four people + starting fee of a fourth member : 6 700,- CZK

Those interested by this offer may contact the main organizers by calling the 
phone number +420 728 009 265 or by email at info@bohemiangranfondo.cz. 
Demands will be processed in the order in which they are made until the 
capacity is full. 

Do not forget to sign up till the end of August if you want better price and make sure 
you check the Magical Number offer and all the Important updates.
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